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Casino Berlin Potsdamer Platz. Prized as the most famous casino in the region, Casino Berlin

Potsdamer Platz rises up to 3 storeys high in all elegance and class of interior. It is part of the Spielbank
chain of casinos and mirrors the prestige of the others. In order to grace the Casino as a guest, one must

be 18 years old and above. Necessary documents are required such as passport, government-issued
identification card, and any other proof of age. There is an €2.50 admission fee inclusive of access to
slot machines on the ground floor and basement. This casino has not published any offers yet. Games
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Available. Casino Berlin Potsdamer Platz houses 250 Slot Machines and Electronic Roulette and offers
a lot of opportunities for gamblers including Roulette , Blackjack , Ultimate Texas Hold’em , and Omaha
.Tournaments and cash games are offered daily. The most popular one on the pokerfloor is the Triple A

series of tournaments, categorized as a high buy-in game. The casino also hosts Pot Limit Omaha
occasionally. Buy in for Texas Hold’em set of games spurs and slows daily. During Mondays it is €77,

Tuesdays it is €66 as well as on Wednesdays, Thursdays it is €24, during Fridays it ranges from €66 to
€110, on Saturdays it is at its peak at €110, and on Sundays it is €55. With all the kerfuffle around

comes table gaming in the exclusive Casino Royale room; limits range from €10 blackjack in the casual
area to minimums of €500 on the roulette tables in the elite section. Casino Berlin Potsdamer Platz is

open daily from 11AM to 5 AM. Amenities. Casino Berlin Potsdamer Platz is a holistic glamour. There is
a high-end restaurant and a star hotel within the building that can accommodate hundreds. They also

serve in-house guest delightful set of meals. Nearby Casinos: (8.3 mi) (2.8mi) (3.5km.) (4.3km) Rate and
write a review Cancel reply. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is

processed.
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